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STATE OF CALIFORNIA Edmund G. Brown Jr., Governor
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
505 VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3298

Date: May 9, 2018

To: Energy Efficiency Proceeding Service List R.13-11-005

From:

CC:

Energy Division, Public Utilities Commission

ALJ Julie Fitch; ALJ Valerie Kao; Pete Skala; Robert Strauss; Manisha Lakhanpal

Subject: Solicitation for Comments on Scope – Database of Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER)

Commission staff is soliciting comments on the scope of update to the Database of Energy Efficiency
Resources (DEER) to be adopted by Resolution in 20181. Comments on the scoping memo are due
05/23/2018.

The timeline for this year’s DEER update is:

Proposed
Schedule

Scheduled Activities

5/9/2018 DEER Scope Notice
5/23/2018 Party Comments Due
8/14/2018 Draft Resolution mailed
8/21/2018 Public Webinar
9/4/2018 Party Comments Due
9/13/2018 Final Resolution

Commission staff has identified the following specific priorities for the upcoming update:

1. Updates Based On Adjustments to the DEER Peak Period Definition2;

2. Addition of New Measures;
3. Updates to Underlying Methodology or Correction of Errors;
4. New Code Update or Code Update Not Covered in Previous DEER Updates;

1 D.15-10-028, Ordering Paragraph 17: “Commission Staff shall propose changes to the Database of Energy
Efficient Resources once annually via resolution, with the associated comment/protest period provided by General
Order 96-B. However, Commission staff may make changes at any time without a resolution to fix errors or change
documentation.
2 Resolution E-4795 examined recent CAISO load data and noted that some shift in the DEER peak period may be
warranted, however, such an adjustment requires a thorough process with broad stakeholder input. Resolution E-
4867 OP 3 directed the utilities to “initiate a working group process to develop one or more proposals on how the
DEER peak demand period methodology should be adjusted.” OP 4 of E-4867 noted that the “Commission may, if
deemed appropriate, issue a resolution updating the DEER peak period values based on the proposed methods
from the working group.
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5. Updates Based on Energy Efficiency Evaluation, Measurement and Verification (EMV) Studies.

Commission staff seeks input to the following questions:

a) Are there additional criteria to consider for setting priorities?
b) Are there additional update areas to include in Table 1 and Attachment A to address the

priorities listed above?
c) For areas of update listed in Table 1 and Attachment A, what additional resources or methods

should be considered?

Your comments should provide specific recommendations for a particular area of update only if the
recommended additional resources or methods include data and studies that have been publicly vetted
and reviewed.

Please post comments to http://www.energydataweb.com/cpuc/search.aspx and search for “DEER
Scoping Memo (2020)” in the Search Text box.

Contact Bryan Pena at Bryan.Pena@cpuc.ca.gov with any questions or clarifications.

Table 1 - Draft DEER Update Priorities
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Updates based on new Peak Period definition

2020
DEER measures X X X X X X
Lighting HVAC interactive effects X X X X

New Measures

2020
Efficient fan motor/fan controller X X X X X
Expanded HVAC savings methods X X X X X
Extended-hours prototype X X X X X

Updates based on Error Corrections and Methodology Updates

2020
Commercial prototype update X X X X
Building vintage consolidation X X X

Updates based on Code Changes

2019

LED indoor and outdoor lighting X X X X X
DHW rating change X X X X
Commercial HVAC specifications X X
Residential shell specifications X X

Updates based on Available Evaluation Reports and Findings

2020
Net-to-gross X X X X X X X
Effective Useful Life X X X X X X X
Custom Project/Measure GRR X X X
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1 Update to the DEER Peak Demand Definition and Methodology
1.1 Background

Resolution E-4795 examined recent CAISO load data and noted that some shift in the DEER peak period
may be warranted, but also, that such an adjustment requires a thorough process with broad
stakeholder input. That resolution noted that the analysis of adjustments to the peak period definition is
a complex and highly technical task. Implementing such changes would result in DEER, workpaper and
custom project calculation changes as well as changes to energy efficiency goals and likely changes to
program implementation details.

As ordered by Resolution E-4867, the utilities initiated a working group process to develop one or more
proposals on how the DEER peak demand period methodology should be adjusted. The utilities served a
report, published on Energy Division's Public Document Area covering the activities of that working
group including alternatives and recommendations.3 Comments on the report are on 05/18/18.4

Considering prior DEER Resolutions, the recommendations and the related issues discussed in the report
and the comments filed by the parties on the working group report, a DEER peak demand period
definition adjustment will be considered and may be ordered via either a Decision, the DEER update
Resolution or a separate Resolution. Any adopted definition update will be applicable to all DEER
measures, all workpaper measures, all custom measure and project calculations as well as future
potential and goals studies.

1.2 Update of the kW impacts for DEER Measures
Pending a decision by the CPUC regarding the peak period definition update, the peak demand savings
for DEER measures will be re-evaluated in a manner that provides hourly impact details to allow the
updating of measure peak demand values.  The DEER measures that will be re-evaluated include:

 Commercial HVAC Measures
 Commercial Lighting Measures
 Commercial Water-heating Measures
 Residential HVAC Measures
 Residential Lighting Measures
 Residential Exterior Wall and Attic Insulation Measures
 Residential Water-heating Measures

Updated measure analysis software (MASControl3) will be used to determine the new peak demand
savings. The database of simulation results created by the new software will store demand data
sufficient to determine peak demand savings for any defined peak period.

3 DEER Peak Hours Workshop Report was served by Southern California Edison, lead for the working group, to
parties of R.14-08-013, R.14-10-003, R.15-12-012, R.16-02-007 R.13-11-005 on 05/04/2018.
4 The DEER Peak Period Report is available at https://pda.energydataweb.com/#/ and parties can file comments in
the Comments area.
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The updated measure impacts will have a start date as ordered by the Commission, which is not
currently expected to be earlier than 1/1/2020.

1.3 Update of the DEER Lighting HVAC Interactive Effects Values
The lighting interactive effects values5 will be updated based on the new peak period definition and
other updates and fixes applied to the simulation prototypes.  The interactive effects tables will be
updated to include commercial high bay lighting systems and will no longer include commercial exit
lighting systems due to the measure having become standard practice due to code changes many year
ago.

2 Updates to Add New Measures
2.1 Furnace Fan Efficiency and Efficiency Fan Operation

The commercial and residential furnace measures will be updated to include consideration of higher
efficiency supply-air fan motors. The current furnace efficiency measures include only impacts to the
gas consumption of the higher-efficiency furnace. These measures may also be impacted by a Federal
standard for residential furnace fans that is effective July 9, 2019. The updated DEER measures will have
a start date of 1/1/2019.

A separate efficient fan controller measure will be considered that optimizes the operation of the supply
fan to maximize the heating/cooling recovered from the thermal mass after the burner/compressor has
cycled off.2.2 Expanded HVAC Savings Methods
Past versions of DEER have included measure definitions for package HVAC and chillers that include
specific performance requirements for values such as EER, SEER for package HVAC units and kW/ton for
chillers. HVAC measures with different efficiency criteria required workpapers supporting that the
savings were developed following DEER methods. Alternatively, the savings could be claimed at the next
lowest savings value. For example, if DEER included measures for 11 EER and 12 EER, then an 11.5 EER
measure could be claimed as an 11 EER measure.

In addition to publishing specific measure definitions in the DEER database, the DEER team will explore
the development of calculation tools for package HVAC and chiller measures that can be used to quickly
develop non-DEER measures that follow DEER calculational methods. These tools would support
workpaper and custom project savings values.

2.3 Extended-hours Prototype
A new commercial building prototype is under consideration to be added that includes 24-hour
operation of high load activity areas, such as clean rooms, a manufacturing process or a data center,
that utilize a central chiller as the main cooling source.  The new prototype and its resultant savings
values would be used by PAs and third-parties to support measures that target such continuous

5 Lighting HVAC IE values can be viewed and downloaded from the DEER READI tool from the applicable Lighting
Summary table found on the Support Tables tab.
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operation central cooling requirements, which may not commonly be well represented by the current
DEER prototypes and their savings values.

3 Updates Based on Methodology or Correction of Errors
3.1 Correction to Commercial Building Activity Areas

The commercial building prototypes will be corrected to align with the DEER2016 commercial lighting
hours-of-use update. The DEER2016 update expanded the definition of activity areas in the commercial
building prototypes and distinguished the hours-of-use of high-bay lighting systems from low-bay and
screw-in lighting systems. The DEER2016 effort was limited to an update of lighting hours-of-use and
coincident demand values, delivered as several tables in a workbook.  Time and resource limitations
prevented the update of the underlying commercial building prototypes for the DEER2016 release.  For
the DEER2020 release, the commercial energy simulation prototypes will be updated to account for all
the lighting systems and activity areas defined in the DEER2016 update; the lighting systems will also
accommodate the lighting LPD and baseline updates (described below). The reconfiguration of the
activity areas in the prototypes requires a careful review and restructuring of many of the parameter
tables that define the prototypes. Any discrepancies in the prototype parameter values that are
identified during this process will be corrected and documented.

3.2 Correction to Commercial Building Outside Air Specifications
The outdoor air ventilation requirements of the commercial building prototypes are based on an
adjustment to the required outdoor air flow per person along with the code-based egress requirements
that specify the design area per person; the code recommended adjustment to the egress-based
occupancy rates differs from the adjustment used in the development of previous DEER versions.  This
correction will adjust the outdoor air ventilation requirement to be consistent with the code
recommendation for all DEER building vintages.

3.3 Consolidation of Building Vintage Definitions
With the addition of the 2020 building vintage, there are potentially 10 building vintage definitions, from
the Pre-1978 to the New vintages.  The DEER team will investigate consolidating and updating the
building vintage definitions to reduce the number of vintages and thus simplify and reduce the time
required to perform the update modeling process. This is expected to provide a more streamlined
process requirement for future updates without a loss accuracy or differentiation of vintage-specific
measure savings.

4 Updates Based on Energy Code (2019)
4.1 Water Heater Ratings Change

In June of 2017, federal requirements for rating of small and residential use water heaters changed from
Energy Factor (EF) to Uniform Energy Factor (UEF). At the time of issuance of the DEER update
Resolution E-4867 in August 2017, available product databases published by the CEC and The Air
Conditioning Heating and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) did not include sufficient quantities of UEF rated
water heaters to develop typical code baseline and measure level performance criteria. Therefore, DEER
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measure definitions were not revised at that time and instead were left using the older, now obsolete EF
ratings.

CPUC staff issued a Phase 1 disposition for 20186 that directed PAs to use UEF for code/ISP baseline and
measure definitions for small gas storage and small instantaneous water heaters. At the time of the
development of that Phase 1 disposition, there were sufficient quantities of UEF rated water heaters
listed in available databases to develop reasonable code/ISP baseline and measure performance criteria.
Based upon the change in rating procedures and the Phase 1 disposition direction it is appropriate to
consider adding UEF rated water heater measures to DEER database in place of existing obsolete
measures. Additionally, the DEER team will review available databases of water heater specifications
and determine if additional UEF rated water heater types (such as heat pump, small electric storage and
residential duty commercial water heaters) or measure efficiency tiers should be added to DEER. The
DEER water heating calculator will also be updated to calculate savings based on UEF, which will support
the PAs efforts to develop additional non-DEER water heating measures.

4.2 Lighting Baseline Update and Lighting Power Density in Commercial Buildings
The recent 45-day language of the 2019 California Title 24 Building Energy Standards reduces interior
lighting power allowances based largely on the use of LED technologies.7 The 2016 DEER update revised
the second baseline, used in accelerated replacement measure applications for all exterior lighting, to
be LEDs. The proposed 2019 Title 24 updates indicate that the second baseline, used in accelerated
replacement measure applications for interior lighting, should also be revised to LEDs.8

Recent Commission staff workpaper dispositions for many types of LED lighting technologies and
collaborative efforts between CPUC staff and PG&E have resulted in the establishment of all LEDs, as the
standard practice baseline for Normal Replacement (NR), New Construction (NC) and Replace-on-
Burnout (ROB) measures in exterior, interior high-bay and interior low-bay lighting applications.9 This
direction is effective January 1, 2018 for exterior and parking garage lighting measures, and April 1, 2018
for interior high and low bay lighting measures. Furthermore, the CPUC staff direction on baselines for
NR, NC and ROB measure application types is applicable to both custom and deemed measures. The
DEER team will investigate updating the standard practice baseline for other hard-wired interior lighting
fixtures, such as ambient troffers, pendants, downlights and decorative fixtures, to include at least a
portion of LEDs for the 2019 program year and/or beyond.

4.3 Update to Commercial HVAC Specifications
Updates in the 2019 Title-24 requirements for commercial buildings include expanded ventilation
(outdoor-air flow) rates by activity area, increased exhaust-air flow rates for some activity areas and

6 Approved workpapers and dispositions can be found at http://deeresources.net/ on the Workpaper Archive
page. Search for “D2018-ResidentialWaterHeaters”.
7 See Title 24 2019 Section 140.6 tables B, C, and D, and Section 140.7 tables A and B.
8 Ibid, noting that the second baseline for accelerated replacement is the code effective or standard practice
expected at the end of the remaining useful life of the replaced equipment.
9 See footnote 6, search for “D2018-OutdoorLighting” and “D2018-ScrewInLampSavingsMethods”. Updated
workpapers submitted with LED baselines are currently under review.
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specifications for cooling tower efficiency.  These updates will be incorporated into the 2020 DEER
building vintage and the new construction DEER building vintage prototype models.

4.4 Update to Residential Building Shell Specifications
Updates in the 2019 Title-24 requirements for residential buildings include changes in the roof insulation
configuration in single-family buildings along with lower framed wall U-value for single-family buildings
and improved window specifications for single-family and multi-family buildings.10 These updates will be
incorporated into the 2020 DEER building vintage prototype models.

5 Updates Based on EM&V Studies
5.1 Effective-Useful Life Review

Current Effective-Useful Life (EUL) will be reviewed for possible update based upon recent EM&V
research. One example of a recent research study is the “LED Lab Test Study DRAFT Final Report”
published in September 2017.

5.2 Update of the Default Gross Realization Rate for Custom Measures and Projects
Custom measure and projects are assigned a default gross realization (GRR) rate for reporting of claims
currently set at 0.90. Recent evaluation reports will be reviewed and an update to this default value will
be proposed if appropriately significantly different from the current default. The results will also be
reviewed to access if different types of measure or projects, or different implementation strategies may
appropriately be assigned different default GRR values.

5.3 Net-to-gross Review
The DEER team will examine available most recent CPUC impact evaluation findings and investigate
possible net-to-gross (NTG) updates where EM&V findings indicate a substantial difference from current
DEER values. The impact evaluation reports and their supporting data to be reviewed include the
following:

NTG Evaluation 2013-2014 Upstream HVAC Slides (HVAC1)
Impact Evaluation of 2015 Commercial Quality Maintenance Programs (HVAC3)
Impact Evaluation of 2015 Upstream and Residential Downstream Lighting Programs
2015 Nonresidential Downstream ESPI Deemed Pipe Insulation Impact Evaluation
2015 Nonresidential Downstream ESPI Deemed Sprinkler Impact Evaluation
2015 Nonresidential Downstream ESPI Deemed Pool Cover Impact Evaluation
2015 Nonresidential ESPI Deemed Lighting Impact Evaluation
Home Upgrade Program (Single-Family and Multi-Family)
2015 Nonresidential ESPI Custom Lighting Impact Evaluation
2015 Nonresidential ESPI Deemed Lighting Impact Evaluation
2015 Custom Impact Evaluation Industrial, Agricultural, and Large Commercial (IALC)

10 See insulation requirements of Title 24 2019 in Section 150.1(c)1. A. Roof and Ceiling and Section 150.1(c)1. B.
Walls.
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PY2015 California Statewide On-Bill Finance Impact Evaluation

Additionally, the DEER team will investigate, and may propose, methodologies to develop NTG values
for accelerated replacement measure application types. Most recent impact evaluation studies did not
report separate results for accelerated replacement and normal replacement measure application
types.11 However, the samples and site level results underlying the recent impact evaluation results
often contain sufficient information to separate the results into the two groups. The most recently
adopted Potential and Goals Study12 utilized an “adjustment factor” approach to develop NTG values for
accelerated replacement measure installations when evaluation results were not directly available13.
The DEER team will investigate the details of the site level results of the most recent evaluation samples
as well as the Potential and Goals Study methodology and evaluate if it is possible and reasonable to
either develop a generalized accelerated replacement NTG calculation method or provide fixed NTG
values for accelerated replacement measure application types. The results of this investigation and
development will be included into the DEER update proposal, as appropriate.

11 See for example the Appendix B-1 of the 2015 Custom Impact Evaluation Industrial, Agricultural, and Large
Commercial. Recent evaluation studies can be located and download from the CPUC Evaluation Studies Public
Document Search site (https://pda.energydataweb.com/#/) by placing the report name in the “Search Documents”
box and pressing the search button.
12 D.17-09-025, Appendix 1 “Energy Efficiency Potential and Goals Study for 2018 and Beyond”
13 Ibid, Appendix 1 at 18.


